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GS II Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges 

pertaining to the federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and 

challenges therein. 

1. Administration of Union territories 

The Supreme Court asked the Centre what is the purpose of Delhi having an elected 

government if the entire administrative control is to be with the Central government. 

Administration of Union territories 

 States and territories under the First Schedule, in Part C and Part D respectively were 

replaced by the Union Territories, under Part II of the First Schedule. This was done in the 

7th Amendment Act, 1956. 

 The need for forming of the Union Territories was safeguarding the rights of indigenous 

cultures, averting political turmoil related to governance matters, etc. For these reasons the 

status of “Union Territory” may be assigned to an Indian sub-jurisdiction. 

 Article 239 begins by stating that the administration of every Union Territory shall be done 

by the President to such extent as he thinks fit. An administrator can also be appointed by the 

President as and when he feels. 

Creation of legislature or Council of Ministers for Union territories 

 Article 239 A (1) of the Indian Constitution which states that a Parliament through law can 

enact a body that can function as a Legislature for the Union Territory of Puducherry 

consisting of: 

 elected or partly elected or partly nominated persons, 

 or can make a body consisting of the Council of Ministers, 

 or can create both of these with the constitutional powers and functions vested to the 

Parliament. 

 Special Provisions with respect to Delhi: Special provisions are enshrined for the creation 

of Legislature or for the creation of a Council of Ministers under Article 239 AA of the 

Constitution with regards to Delhi.  

 It states that from the beginning of the Constitution (69th Amendment) Act, 1991, Delhi 

shall be called the National Capital Territory of Delhi and the administrator then appointed 

shall be referred to as the Lieutenant Governor. 



 

 

Role of governors in the UT’s 

 The President of India appoints the lieutenant governor for a five-year term, and he or she 

serves at the President’s pleasure. Because the union territories of Delhi, Jammu and 

Kashmir, and Puducherry have some kind of self-government, including an elected 

legislature and council of ministers, the lieutenant governor’s duty is mostly ceremonial, 

similar to that of a state governor.  

 The lieutenant governor, who is also the head of state and administration in the Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands and Ladakh, has more power. 

 The UTs have not been granted necessary autonomy thus depriving them of a fully 

democratic set-up. Enormous powers have been vested in the Administrator/Lieutenant 

Governor in the UTs. 

Issues in administration of UT 

 Conflicts between the Lt. Governor and the Chief Minister:  Under Section 44 of the 

Government of Union Territories Act and Article 239 AA(4) of the Constitution, the 

administrator has the right to disagree with the decisions of the Council of Ministers and then 

refer them to the President for a final decision.  

 The administrator can then take all actions he or she deems fit in the matter in total disregard 

of the elected government. This allows the Union government to control the UT through the 

administrator and is a hindrance to the idea of a free and autonomous government in the UTs. 

 The President decides on the advice of the Union government. So, in effect, it is the Union 

government which finally determines the disputed issue. 

 Despite the SC noting in the NCT of Delhi v. Union of India (2019) case that the 

administrator should not misuse his/her power to frustrate the functioning of the elected 

government in the territory and use it after all methods have failed to reconcile the 

differences between him/her and the Council of Ministers, there has been no improvement in 

this regard. 

 Undermining of the democratic rights of the people living in UTs: Citizens living in the 

union territories have no recourse to hold the people governing them accountable which 

undermines the democratic rights of these people which are otherwise available to people 

living in the states. 



 

 

 There are 3.68 crore Indians living in eight UTs of India who are denied the democratic right 

of having their Assemblies with full powers as enjoyed by those living in the 28 states. 

 Constitutional experts have pointed out the recent example of the protests in Lakshadweep 

island against the administrator’s policy as a case of the UT administration failing to 

represent the interests of the citizens of the UT. 

 The original criteria for the creation of UTs do not hold anymore: The population or size 

cannot be a criterion for deciding whether people deserve a state or a UT. As some erstwhile 

UTs like Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim which have become states over time 

continue to have smaller populations as compared to some current UTs like Puducherry and 

Dadra and Nagar Haveli. 

 Also, the argument that these UTs have a distinct culture and hence need to be protected does 

not hold in current times as there is no great cultural chasm separating them from the 

neighbouring states for smaller UTs like Daman and Diu or Puducherry. In fact, they 

continue to have cultural and linguistic ties with neighbouring states. 

 This structural fragility of the UTs in the constitutional scheme of things makes it easier for 

the central government to interfere in the functioning of the UTs and destabilize them. 

Conclusion 

Due to the existence of Union Territories, many critics have resolved India into a semi-

federal nation, as the central and state governments each have their legislatures. Union 

Territories of India have special rights and status due to their constitutional formation and 

development. Thus, Union Territories are also important segments in the administrative 

jurisdiction of our Country. 

Source: The Indian Express 

Practice question: Discuss the role of governors in the UT’s and issues arising out of their role. 

GS II Indian Constitution—Historical Underpinnings, Evolution, Features, Amendments, 

Significant Provisions and Basic Structure. 

2. Minorities in India 

BJP-ruled Gujarat, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh have favoured the current system of 

identifying and notifying minorities at the national level — which leaves out Hindus from the list 

of religious minorities — while the party’s governments in Assam and Uttarakhand have opined 



 

 

that the unit of identification of minorities should be the state as laid down by the Supreme Court 

in the 2002 landmark T M A Pai case. 

Rights of minorities 

 The Indian socio-economic fabric is very complex because it is much affected by caste, 

religion and all the more regional / linguistic differentials. 

 At the same time, the Indian economic, social and political institutions which are persisting 

since centuries have a historical basis 

 These factors have given a unique character to Indian society. It has become a 

conglomeration of various layers and segments divided and sub-divided. 

 The visionary framers of the Constitution were conscious of the insecurities of the minorities 

and, therefore, provided them the right to propagate and practise their religion freely, and 

assured protection to their places of worship. 

 Mahatma Gandhi went to the extent of saying that the claim of a country to be civilised 

depends on the way it treats its minorities. 

Constitutional provisions for Minorities 

 Article 29, which deals with the “Protection of interests of minorities”, says that “any section 

of the citizens residing in the territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct language, 

script or culture of its own shall have the right to conserve the same”, and that “no citizen 

shall be denied admission into any educational institution maintained by the State or 

receiving aid out of State funds on grounds only of religion, race, caste, language or any of 

them. 

 Article 30 deals with the “right of minorities to establish and administer educational 

institutions”. 

 Article 350(A) says there shall be a Special Officer for linguistic minorities  to be 

appointed by the President. “It shall be the duty of the Special Officer to investigate all 

matters relating to the safeguards provided for linguistic minorities under this Constitution 

and report to the President upon those matters at such intervals as the President may direct, 

and the President shall cause all such reports to be laid before each House of Parliament, and 

sent to the Governments of the States concerned”. 

 The expression “minorities” appears in some Articles of the Constitution, but is not defined 

anywhere. 



 

 

 The Constitution talks of only religious and linguistic minorities. It does not recognise sexual 

minorities such as LGBTQ+. 

Minorities in India 

 Article 30 gives the same rights to religious and linguistic minorities, but does not say that 

these minorities must necessarily be determined at the level of the state.  

 In its 2019 report, the NCM said that under section 2 of the NCM Act, 1992, the Centre alone 

is entitled to notify a community as a religious minority. 

 In the exercise of its powers under the Section 2(c) of the NCM Act, the Centre on October 

23, 1993, notified five groups — Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis — as 

‘minority’ communities. Jains were added to the list in January 2014. 

Issues related to minority status 

 The petition by Advocate Ashwini Upadhyay has contended that the 2011 census showed 

that Hindus have become a minority in Lakshadweep (2.5%), Mizoram (2.75%), Nagaland 

(8.75%), Meghalaya (11.53%), J&K (28.44%), Arunachal Pradesh (29%), Manipur 

(31.39%), and Punjab (38.40%), but were being denied minority benefits that are currently 

being enjoyed by the respective majority communities in these places. 

SC Judgements 

 TMA Pai Case: The SC had said that for the purposes of Article 30 that deals with the rights 

of minorities to establish and administer educational institutions, religious and linguistic 

minorities have to be considered state-wise. 

 Bal Patil Case: In 2005, the SC in its judgement in ‘Bal Patil’ referred to the TMA Pai 

ruling. 

 The legal position clarifies that henceforth the unit for determining status of both linguistic 

and religious minorities would be ‘state’. 

Way Ahead 

 Parliament and State legislatures have concurrent powers to enact law to provide for the 

protection of minorities and their interests. 

 Matters such as declaring the followers of Judaism, Bahaism, and Hinduism who are 

minorities in Ladakh, Mizoram, Lakshadweep, Kashmir, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Punjab and Manipur can establish and administer educational institutions of their 



 

 

choice in the said state and laying down guideline(s) for identification of minority at state 

level may be considered by the concerned state governments. 

Source: The Indian Express 

Practice question: Discuss the importance of recognition of rights of minorities. 
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